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1. Introduction. Franz Boas and George Hunt have left us a large body of data on North Wakashan (i.e., Kwakwala, Oowekyala, Haisla, Heiltsuk); the major publications include Kwakwala texts and translations, a Kwakwala grammar, an (unpublished) Kwakwala dictionary and a bundle of Heiltsuk and Oowekyala stories with translations and a word list. Subsequent Wakashanists have benefitted from these data inasmuch as the availability of grammatical paradigms and lists of morphemes and words facilitates the elicitation of data. However, the wealth of texts has been less useful as a resource because they are hard to re-elicit.

Most of the Boas-Hunt text materials are in Kwakwala and, as Judith Berman points out in her recent masterful study (1991: 2, 17), have almost all been composed — not taken down as dictated by an informant — by George Hunt, Boas's role being that of off-site director of what she aptly calls the pair's "epistolary ethnography" (ib.: 8). Ralph Maud (1989: 161) used an equally applicable term, "fieldwork by mail," when describing Boas's cooperation with Henry Tate on Tsimshian mythology. Maud in fact suggested as early as (1982: 95) that Hunt might be more important as an ethnographer than is generally believed; Berman confirms it and discusses the matter of Hunt's fluency in Kwakwala language and culture. Regarding the fact that Hunt's Kwakwala presents problems to today's Kwakwala speakers, she argues that this is due to several circumstances. Hunt's Kwakwala may possibly not have been completely perfect but more important, he uses literary styles and genres which in his days only an elite had access to and no one today knows any more (ib.: 10-14). It is a convincing argument, I believe, particularly in light of her detailed studies of the stylistic devices ("discourse marking") employed by Hunt and Boas's few other Kwakwala informants (Berman 1982, 1983). One caveat is however called for, I think: the final word on the nature of Hunt's Kwakwala cannot be spoken until we can judge it by the standard of a sufficiently extensive systematic study of contemporary Kwakwala syntax.

Berman's Formgeschichte of the Boas-Hunt Kwakwala texts also raises the issues of the production director, Boas, (1) failing almost completely to provide exegetically relevant comment, (2) not being truthful when it comes to an informant's ethnic origin, social status and representativeness of local ways and thought, and (3) producing questionable translations of cultural and cosmological terms. I refer the reader to Berman's detailed arguments which, along with Maud (1989), should be compulsory reading for anyone interested in using Boas's supposed field data from the Pacific Northwest coast. What I shall do in this paper is present additional evidence bearing on points (2) and (3). This means widening Berman's perspective and talking not only about the Boas-Hunt Kwakwala materials but also about the much less abundant materials they produced for Heiltsuk and Oowekyala — Haisla never seems to have been in their purview.

2. The Ethnic Origin of Informant O'deštłäla. In the 1-page Preface of Bella Bella Texts (1928: IX) Boas says that he was in Rivers Inlet in 1897 but under unfavourable conditions "because the majority of the people were away and only two sickly men could be found who were able to dictate [texts]. Since they did not know English and only a very short time was available at Rivers Inlet, the texts were laid aside" (ib.). As Boas goes on to say, he had his Oowekyala texts with him when much later, in 1923, he visited the village of Bella Bella further north: "It was remarkably difficult to obtain any kind of connected texts and for this reason it seemed advantageous to read to the natives the Rivers Inlet texts previously referred to, which were then repeated by the Bella Bella. Most of this work was done with one informant, Willy [should be Willie] Gladstone. The differences between the two dialects are very slight. No attempt has been made to make the

\[1\] Words from the Boas-Hunt materials are quoted in italics. I have taken care to render their transcriptions exactly. Transcriptions for which I take phonetic responsibility are placed between slants (/ /=).
spelling uniform." Boas does not really say if there was also retranscribing of what was repeated (in Heiltsuk, one would think), but there probably was because in some of the stories Heiltsuk expressions between parentheses occur side by side with Oowekyala ones between square brackets, the latter apparently being what was prompted and the former how it was repeated. The following example is from the bundle's first story entitled "The Mink" (page 4 line 10-11),

\[
[la'oy1s'la] (laO'1s'la) [amã'yInxaya] (hau'laEEnxa'yas)
\]

\[
s'EEmasB L'ix·sIwa'layax8
\]

In isolation these words, which neatly show some characteristic differences between Heiltsuk and Oowekyala, would mean this,

\[
[la'oy1s'la] (laO'1s'la)
\]

"go out the door"

\[
[amã'yInxaya] (hau'laEEnxa'yas)
\]

"youngest"

\[
s'EEmasB
\]

"his children"

\[
L'ix·sIwa'layax8
\]

"the sun"

The running translation on the next page reads "The youngest one of the children of Sun came out" which is correct if we delete the \(e\) at the end of \(sEEmasB\) because \(sEEmasB L'ix·sIwa'layax8\) does indeed mean "children-of Sun." Presumably the informant pronounced \(sEEmasB\) the first time around which Boas copied down but forgot to correct after \(sEEmasB L'ix·sIwa'layax8\) had finally been elicited. I should point out that the Boas-Hunt transcriptions I reproduce here are phonetically imperfect; to mention only one thing, the erroneous \(E\) of \(sEEmasB\) in reality sounds identical to the \(i\) in \(L'ix·sIwa'layax8\), namely as the tense high front vowel [i] phonetically, both in Oowekyala and Heiltsuk, whereas the \(E\) at the end of \(L'ix·sIwa'layax8\) sounds [e] in Oowekyala and as a diphthong [ai, ei] in Heiltsuk. There is however no ground to complain loudly as the transcriptions are usually easily recognizable for one experienced with the languages concerned.

One wonders, though, if it really was Boas who did the transcribing. George Hunt was with him in Bella Bella; Boas does not say a word about this in Bella Bella Texts, but we read the following in the Preface to another work, Bella Bella Tales, which was published a few years later and contains English summaries of Heiltsuk and Oowekyala stories. He says (1932: VI), "The material here presented was collected in the fall of 1923. I was accompanied by Mr. George Hunt who, I thought, could serve as interpreter." To establish the identity of the transcriber it would be necessary to examine the handwriting of the drafts of the Bella Bella Texts, if still existent.

In this same Preface to the Bella Bella Tales, Boas goes on to say that Hunt did not gain enough understanding of Heiltsuk to be able to "serve as interpreter" (ib.), by which latter Boas may mean more than just translator. He may be referring to Hunt's usual role of "engaging people in conversation or joining groups where stories are being told, storing the narratives in his memory and writing them down when he got home" (Maud, 1982: 99). That Hunt could not perform as hoped may be due to cultural as much as linguistic factors for to this day Bella Bella remembers the loss it suffered when Kwakwala raiders killed a group of travelling Heiltsuk chiefs thereby acquiring title to their spiritual property. It does not sound like a good idea in 1923 to have a Kwakwala person try to make Heiltsuks tell their stories. Be that as it may, Hunt seems to have had at least some success in his mission. Here is how Boas states it (1932: VII),

A number of tales embodied in this material were collected by him. He also obtained material from O'dzilstlis, a Bella Bella living for many years in Fort Rupert.

O'dzilstlis. The Indian name is all the information on this informant Boas cares to give us. O'dzilstlis is however still remembered in Bella Bella and his ethnic identity is not quite as Boas says. Here are the pertinent testimonies I collected in 1975.

1. According to Bella Bella Chief John Humchitt, O'dzilstlis was a man from Alert Bay who, through marriage to a Bella Bella woman,
imported the English family name of Houstee to Bella Bella.1 He was known for his "theft" of Heiltsuk songs and stories when returning to Alert Bay after his wife's death.

2. Elder William Freeman of Klemtu, the village of the northernmost Heiltsuk speaking group, was also interested and as far as I can tell knowledgeable in the who-is-who of Bella Bella but did not give specifics on the ethnic origin of O'dz'rstalís. He did however repeat the accusation that this person had illegitimately taken songs and stories to Alert Bay.

3. Bella Bella Chief Angus Campbell said that O'dz'rstalís was "half Fort Rupert and half /w{idyəlɪtʃ}/." Fort Rupert is a Kwakwala and more particularly Kwakiutl settlement on northern Vancouver Island close to Alert Bay. It is George Hunt's home. /w{idyəlɪtʃ}/, phonetically [ˈɪˈdɪjəlɪtʃ], is the name of the major Heiltsuk subdivision Mr. Campbell descends from; it can be glossed as "People and land outside the inlets." Mr. Campbell also said that O'dz'rstalís was "his father's closest relative in Fort Rupert." Years later, in a meeting of Bella Bella elders, he repeated this same statement. Regrettably I had other priorities at the time than finding out how exactly Mr. Campbell thought O'dz'rstalís fitted into his family tree.

4. Bella Bella elder Willie Gladstone—the same person Boas contends helped him with his Rivers Inlet texts—said O'dz'rstalís had been born in Fort Rupert from a mother belonging to another major Heiltsuk subdivision, the /ʃisˈdaːlɪs/ - [ʃɪˈstəlɪs]. This name is glossable as "People and land of /ʃisda/," the latter referring to a village in the east of Heiltsuk territory. Mr. Gladstone contradicted that this woman was /w{idyəlɪtʃ}/. How this bears on Mr. Campbell's claim of being related to O'dz'rstalís is impossible to tell without much more information on who married whom on the coast around the turn of the century. There have been efforts to get this information, for instance by the Heiltsuk Cultural Education Centre in Bella Bella and by the former director of the Oowekyala Language Programme, Mr. David Stevenson (n.d.). Mr. Gladstone furthermore said he had personally met O'dz'rstalís in Fort Rupert and had some quarrel with him over a potlatch matter. According to him O'dz'rstalís would now reside in Bella Bella, now in Fort Rupert and Alert Bay. He spoke both Kwakwala and Heiltsuk.

5. Bella Bella elder Willie Brown stated that O'dz'rstalís had lived in Bella Bella for a couple of years only and that he spoke Heiltsuk in a peculiar manner. He could give a detail, namely that he would pronounce his name with a high tone at the end (Heiltsuk has a phonemic tone). Mr. Brown gave the additional unsolicited information that O'dz'rstalís had been in the habit of telling other people's stories.

6. Possibly as much as 10 years later I questioned Mr. Brown's widow, Chieftainess Beatrice Brown, on the identity of O'dz'rstalís. She confirmed he was from the Kwakwala area and gave a very positive character reference. She said that when she went to Elementary
School in Bella Bella, it was he who taught the school children Indian dancing. She gave the Paddle Dance for an example, which at the time she herself was teaching to the children at school and which she said she had learned from him. She also said he used to organize social events with an Indian flavour (not her exact words) for the children, such as canoe races. Asked about O'dsẕsṯlis' wife she said she was not aware he had one: "he went from girl to girl."

These testimonies partially contradict each other but what does one expect. The witnesses, all of whom have passed away in the meantime, were elderly people whom I asked to remember things that happened 50 or more years back and at that time may not have been of particularly interest to them. I think we can safely assume that O'dsẕsṯlis was born and raised somewhere in Kwakwala territory, spoke Kwakwala as his first language, but had for some reason moved to Bella Bella. He may already have known Heiltsuk, if only passively, before immigrating into Bella Bella, perhaps thanks to a Heiltsuk mother. Maybe also he did not know Heiltsuk but was gifted and motivated to learn and use Heiltsuk — using Chinook or English must have been an option for him too. That he was gifted is suggested by his involvement in teaching Indian traditions at a time when Bella Bella was trying hard to look and act like a white British colonial village. His apparent interest in local oral traditions fits well into this picture.

If Boas is truthful when saying that George Hunt could not catch on to Heiltsuk (see above), he implicitly admits to knowing that O'dsẕsṯlis was not Heiltsuk but Kwakwala in two sentences from the Preface to Bella Bella Texts (1928: IX). He says here that the book's last text ("tale") is given with an interlinear Kwakwala translation but that "there are a number of places in which the Kwakiutl informant misunderstood the Rivers Inlet words." If this informant was not Hunt, it is unlikely it was another person but O'dsẕsṯlis. Somebody should therefore check all published and unpublished Boas-Hunt materials for indications that one or both knew O'dsẕsṯlis and his talents prior to coming to Bella Bella. If they did, it is possible that they only bothered to come to Bella Bella because they had got wind of his presence there and saw an opportunity to get materials without having to do much fieldwork in the usual sense of the word.

Then there is the question if it was really one or more native speakers of Heiltsuk such as Mr. Willie Gladstone who did the repeating of texts. Heiltsuk and Oowekyala, and Haisla too for that matter, are mutually intelligible so the reading and re-recording procedure is technically feasible. If, that is, you can find somebody willing to cooperate with the scheme, which in my experience is not likely. On the North Pacific coast you tell a story if it is either your family's property or a public domain one; you don't get involved with what is or could be someone else's spiritual property. One of my Heiltsuk informants, Mr. Angus Campbell, would have been willing to give English translations and the occasional criticism ("That's not how it's supposed to be said") when I read one of the Bella Bella Texts line by line, but declined firmly to repeat it in Heiltsuk and explained to me why. I have had this experience with other informants as well, including Haisla speaker George Paul Wilson who lived in Bella Bella. I tried to have him repeat a text on the Rivers Inlet origin of the Kitimaat people; the text's Heiltsuk version was from William Freeman of Klemtu and its Haisla version from Jeff Legayk of Kitimaat, both of whom were related to Mr. Wilson. Yet Mr. Wilson, who obviously recognized the story and once in a while prompted the right word as I read on, would not repeat sentences after me and also said he could not tell the story himself from beginning to end. Conceivably therefore frustration with local attitudes regarding storytelling underlies Boas's cited statement that most of his re-recording was done with just one person, Willie Gladstone.

In 1974-1975 I had myself the pleasure of working with Mr. Gladstone who was then still in fair health; he is the same person as the Mr. Gladstone I consulted regarding O'dsẕsṯlis. A number of Boas's Bella Bella Texts are marked "Told by Willie Gladstone" and I succeeded in their sentence by sentence reelicitations, not unfortunately in having Mr. Gladstone retell them unprompted. Mr. Gladstone was in any event less reluctant than other informants to repeat prompted sentences and I therefore also tried sentence by sentence reelicitation of several more of the Bella Bella Texts. The project was tedious and time-consuming. (7)
and I suspected that the elicited sentences did not together constitute coherent and grammatically correct Heiltsuk. I abandoned the project when I could get live texts. Although my own experience thus confirms that Mr. Gladstone may have cooperated with Boas in the way the latter says he did, it is nevertheless surprising that all that he remembered was having helped somebody with the (Heiltsuk) language but that he could not tell anything more specific when I questioned him on the point. I do not think, however, that O'dzdstglis did much or any repeating of Rivers Inlet texts because, as I have pointed out, the transcriptions in Bella Bella texts are of reasonably good quality whereas Boas has left us with specimens of what must be O'dzdstglis' Heiltsuk pronunciation, which is not exactly perfect. The specimens can be found in Bella Bella Tales, which work unlike Bella Bella Texts contains only English except for the transcriptions of the names of people and places. The following two examples occur in the Preface (1932: V), having been supplied by an informant with a Kwakwala inflection, probably O'dzdstglis.

I have no explanation for Boas, in Bella Bella Tales, using the non-Oowekyala name Awtk'enox̣ for Rivers Inlet. In the other book, Bella Bella Texts, he uses 'Awtk'ẽnox̣, which is in the name's Heiltsuk version (more particularly its form in the Bella Bella dialects of Heiltsuk, where /w/ is phonetically the same as just /j/); see e.g. the table of contents (1928: VII). Nor can I explain his using a distinctly Kwakwala name, Bał̓bał̓kwał̓ ɬanuł's̱w̱, in his titles for some of the Bella Bella Tales and Texts. He started this practice long ago in his German translations of Oowekyala and Heiltsuk texts (Boas 1895: 444-477).

The preceding confirms that one cannot trust Boas's statements about his informants and that one cannot take for granted the authenticity of Bella Bella Texts and Bella Bella Tales.

3. Boas's Interpretation of the Name Bał̓bał̓kwał̓ ɬanuł's̱w̱.

Boas interfered with George Hunt's English translations but not always felicitously; Berman (1991: 27-31) gives several examples of Boas having particular problems with cultural terms including proper names such as for example Kwakwala Bał̓bał̓kwał̓ ɬanuł's̱w̱.4 She proposes (p. 31) replacing Boas's gloss for this name, "Cannibal at the rivermouth," by "[the spirit who] eats humans at the river's end."

Hilton and Rath (1982), to which Berman refers, objects to any gloss for this name which mentions or implies eating of the down-to-earth kind one practices for example at breakfast. What follows is an updated version of the 1982 argument.

Boas looked at not one but two names, Bał̓bał̓kwał̓ ɬanuł's̱w̱ and Bał̓bał̓kwał̓ ɬanuł' (cf. 1935: 141, 143), and identified nuł' - nuł̱̱ as the well-attested morpheme which in his Kwakwala grammar he — mistakenly, see

---

1 For the full range of phonetic variation of vowels and tones/accents in Heiltsuk, Oowekyala, Haisla the interested reader is referred to Lincoln and Rath (1980, 1986) and Rath (1981, 1985).

4 I shall ignore Boas-Hunt's many slightly different spellings for this same name and use only this one.
below --- glosses as just "having" (cf. 1924-1925: 128, 1947: 242, 348). Medial 3'la he must have interpreted as an allomorph of the continuative suffix (1947: 306); I am not aware of Boas having semantic concerns about its occurrence here. Initial ba'bakw seems to be an irregular variant of Kwakwala Ibxobako ~ "to eat human flesh" (Lincoln and Rath 1980: 56). To Boas the irregularity must have been explained sufficiently by the supposed Oowekyala origin of the name about which I shall say more below; in Oowekyala and Heiltsuk the form ba'bakw, if the complete reduplication of a root bakw meaning "human," could indeed mean "to eat humans." We can therefore understand why he tells us that Bakw'lanu~ means "having the quality of eating human flesh" (Boas n.d.: 143). As long as we keep in mind that Boas looked only at Kwakwala evidence, we can also understand, then, that he glossed the longer name, Ba'tbakw3'lanu;tstwll, as "having the quality of eating human flesh at mouth of river" (n.d.: 114) and "having man eating at the mouth of the river" (1935: 141). For Ba'tbakw3'lanu;tstwll ends in stw meaning "at the river mouth" (in Kwakwala) followed by an unglossable filler morpheme ʌ.

In 1935 Boas published the last of his Heiltsuk and Oowekyala materials so he could have known that his morphological analysis of the name Ba'tbakw3'lanu;tstwll would not work for its Heiltsuk and Oowekyala counterparts which I list here along with other morphologically relevant data.

1. Oowekyala /bax'bak'alanusiwa/ - /bas/'bak'-ala-nu-siwa/
Heiltsuk /bax'bak'alanusiwa/ - /bas/'bak'-ala-nu-siwa/
Haisla /bax'bak'alanusiwa/ - /bas/'bak'-ala-nu-siwa/

2. Oowekyala /g'ax'g'aq'alanusiwa/ - /g'ax'g'aq'-ala-nu-siwa/
Oowekyala /g'ax'g'aq'alanusiwa/ - /g'ax'g'aq'-ala-nu-
One of Raven's lofty names in myths.

3. Oowekyala /zaq'alanusiwa/ & /zaq'alanusiwa/  
Heiltsuk /zaq'alamusiwa/ & /zaq'alamusiwa/  
Name of a kind of wind called Oowekyala /zaq'ala/, Heiltsuk /zaq'ala/ in daily life.

4. Oowekyala /más:másalanu/ - /más:más-ala-nu-a/
Oowekyala /más:másalanu/ - /más:más-ala-nu-
Heiltsuk /más:másalanu/ - /más:más-ala-nu-a/
Haisla /más:másalanusiwa/ - /más:más-ala-nu-
Informants state this is the name of the creator. We have a genuine Oowekyala text on this being, see Walkus (1982: 157-162).

5. Haisla /HuBaśiwa/ - /Hu-baśiwa/  
Name of a rock pointing downriver at the mouth of Kitlope River. Compare Haisla /HuB/, Oowekyala /Wba/, Heiltsuk /Wdb/ "point, tip, end of long thing."

6. Haisla /qiybAsiwa/ - /qiybAsiwa/  
Said to be the name of any long point that looms up bigger as one gets closer. Some other derivates from the same root are Haisla /qiybA/ "gun or bow with a long range," /qiyblA/ "long point of land," /qiyAla/ "far away"; the root itself can be glossed as "far away, remote, close to the limit."

Glossed as "dwarf(s)" and "Chinese people." The root also occurs in e.g. Haisla /gla/ "to go on all fours, to crawl." The root augment /gi/ (i.e. root-initial consonant plus /i/) is of a type that is usually used for pluralization but not here as this word can have singular meaning too.

---

1 For the purposes of this paper there is no need to extend the morphophonemic analysis beyond just indicating morpheme boundaries. In the Heiltsuk transcriptions /'/' indicates high tone, in the Haisla transcriptions /'/' indicates accent. Oowekyala and Kwakwala have predictable accent which is not indicated. /'/, /h/ and /t/ are morpheme boundary markers; augments to a morpheme are placed within [ ]. See also note 3.

(11)

(12)
Let us first look at /-siwa/. The items under 4, 5 and 6 together point to its being in effect a semantic unit in its own right. It is attested only in the above words, as far as Oowekyala, Heiltsuk and Haisla are concerned, and seems to be a morphophonemically irregular variant of a spatial suffix that occurs throughout North Wakashan including Kwakwala and whose central meaning is "through a passage, opening or surface" to emerge" in Oowekyala, Heiltsuk, Haisla but "at the river mouth" in Kwakwala. Its morphophonemic irregularity consists in not being separated from a preceding vowel by an epenthetic velar obstruent, as illustrated by /x/ and /x/ in, respectively, Oowekyala /\/x-isw/ "small or narrow passage" and Oowekyala /s-d-zisiwa/ "to sober up, gain self-control, become accountable for one's acts" (lit. "wise-through"). Glosses for /-siwa/ that come to mind are "revelation," "manifestation," "incarnation," "epiphany."

A more difficult case is presented by /-nu/ and its variant /-du/. There could be a relationship with a set of spatial suffixes all containing /n/ or /d/ plus /u/, and all meaning basically "(at the) side." Examples are Oowekyala /hag-nu-hala/ "all (= /hag-/) on the side of something," Heiltsuk /td-nutb-ut/ - /tu-nu-b-ud/ "to walk (= /tu-/) around a point of land (= /b/)," Haisla /yag-nus-la/ "bad (= /yag-/) on the side," Oowekyala /dax-za dus-la/ "(to have) pain in the side." From "side" it a small semantic step to "aspect" and "disclosure" (think of "There is a side to him we did not know yet") so the /-nu/ and /-du/ of /...nus-wa/, /...nu-siwa/ could mean about the same as /-siwa/. The nu\k - nu\k in Kwakwala Baxbakwa'lanux'sIw\k and Baxbakwa'lanux\k also belongs to this set of morphemes meaning "(at the) side" and, by extension, "aspect, disclosure." nu\k - nu\k occurs in all of North Wakashan, among others as an enclitic glossable as "have." It is Boas's only gloss, see (1924-1925: 128, 1947: 348). Other appropriate glosses are "to exhibit, be characterized by, be a symptom of," compare Haisla /kuk-\k-sd-nu\k/ "any place where a hot spring (= /kuk\k-sd/) comes out" and also the following example from Boas's own Kwakwala grammar, g\E-inuk\k "belonging to ancient times, ancestors," in which g\E-I only occurs "first" (1947: 348). Finally, there could also be a relationship between /nu/ - /du/ with the very productive suffix meaning "expert at" and "doing or suffering from something habitually" in everyday language but, in a small number of names, "manifestation, incarnation, personification" and "belonging to a certain tribal or crest group." Examples: Oowekyala /xwi-\\k-nu\k/ (name of Loon (= /xwi/) in myths), Haisla (Kitlope dialect) /daay-ini\k/ "what crest?" (the Kitimaat dialect has -\k-inu\k), Oowekyala /wu-ik-inu\k/ "people and area of Rivers Inlet." Now for the complete root reduplication in Baxbakwa'lanux'sIw\k and other items. If in the items under no. 1 the complete reduplication refers to eating the matter denoted by /bak\k/-, as Boas suggests, it should refer to eating the matter denoted by /g\k-aq\k/- and /g\k-a\k/- in the case of item no. 2. But it doesn't; whatever is referred to by these latter roots, it does not seem likely that Raven would be called a name referring to the eating of something. What could /g\k-aq\k/- and /g\k-a\k/- refer to? According to Lincoln and Rath (1980: 320) it is ravens and the croaking of ravens. An additional meaning is revealed in an Oowekyala sacred song (Walkus 1982: 194) in which a stem /g\k'i\k/ occurs several times in the meaning "down feathers." Raven won't eat ravens, croaking or feathers. Therefore the items under 1 cannot refer to eating in the sense of consuming a food either. Complete root reduplication may however also refer to the repeated occurrence of something, as it possibly does in the names under discussion. Mrs. Evelyn Windsor, a native speaker of Oowekyala and a very experienced translator, has indicated that the stem /bax\k-bak\k-a\k/- makes her think of assuming human form ever more perfectly. This testimony concords with complete reduplication indicating repeti-
tion but there nevertheless remain a number of issues I should like to see clarified.

First, the complete root reduplication might have an honorific function. After all, the plural-type reduplication in Oowekyala /[g'i]g'aX/- is used to honor the sacred being talk is about, not to emphasize the plurality of the feathers. Similarly, Heiltsuk and Oowekyala names of sacred beings may feature enclitic /-kas\~u/ that simply serves to pluralize in everyday language but now has an obviously honorific function, e.g. Oowekyala /galgm.kas\~u/ "Magnificent (= /kas\~u/) Primeval One" (Walkus 1982: 36). Second, the morphological evidence that the root /bak'/- means "human" is weak, that is, there is no paradigm of obvious derives from a root with this form and this meaning. I can at best point to the possibility that /bak'/- is related to /bk'-/ "human" (which occurs in all North Wakashan) in the same way as /g'aX/- (attested independently in e.g. Oowekyala /g'aX'-la/ "to croak") is to /g'X/-, which latter may underlie /g'\~u/- in Oowekyala /g'\~u/- "raven" (everyday term). 

Third, there is also morphological evidence against /bak'/- meaning "human." Oowekyala /bax'bak'a/- "to stay filled" and Kwakwala /bax'bak'alai/ "mythical box (/aki/) that always stays filled" contain a fully reduplicated root /bak'/- that must refer to a hollow filling up and is no doubt related to /bax'/- "to rise, swell up (as e.g. dough), to rise up from the bottom (like the house that, in a Heiltsuk story, rises up from the sea bottom)." That this is also the meaning of /bak'/- in /bax'bak'alai\~us\~iwa/ (to quote the Oowekyala form), is at least as likely as that it is "human." A fourth point that needs considering is the alleged Oowekyala origin of the Kwakwala name Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~. To be exact, Boas affirms only the Oowekyala origin of Kwakwala stories about the being so named; that the name came with the stories can however be inferred from his saying that "the whole Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~ cycle of tales did not become part and parcel of Kwakiutl mythology until the first half of the 19th century" (1932: IX and see also Stevenson n.d.). I do not wish to question the Oowekyala origin of the kind of Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~ stories Boas-Hunt have left us but I am not convinced the Kwakwala name Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~ results from adding \~x and \~t to Oowekyala /bax'bak'alai\~us\~iwa/.

The Kwakwala version of the name may well have occurred in original Kwakwala Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~ stories that had a different plot than the imported version that supplanted them. Maybe there are still Kwakwala informants who have not read Boas-Hunt's materials and remember something about them. We have an example of what these original versions might have been like in the story told by Haisla (Kitlope) elder Gordon Robertson which contains no man-eating at all and couples themes that occur elsewhere on the B.C. coast in separate stories (Robertson e.a. 1990: 6). It does not seem we can close the file on the root and the reduplication in Boas-Hunt's Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~ yet.

4. Boas and Morphology. One must agree with Judith Berman, and Ralph Maud who first raised the issue, that determining the significance of text materials in which Boas has had a hand requires the full arsenal of exegetical methods that is known to students of literature, and I am thinking particularly of biblical scholars. I hope to have shown, in the preceding discussion of Baz'bakwa'lanux's1tw~, that among these methods has to be the study of North Wakashan morphology. Boas's own contributions in this field cannot be quoted as established truth for the following reasons. First, Boas focussed chiefly on just one particular form of North Wakashan, Kwakwala. Second, although the morphological analyses in his Kwakwala grammar (1947) are extensive and therefore still heuristically important, they are marred by phonetic unreliability (see Lincoln and Rath 1980: 5-6) and inability to separate concomitant

---

1 An example could be Haisla /bax'bal\~i\k\~i\l\~i/ "to think aloud." The glottalization in the root allomorph /bak'/- is here due to /a/ "to speak a language," compare Haisla /b\~i\k'-ala/ "to talk" (from /b'k/- "human"). The problem with this example is that the second suffix, /\~\k/-, causes inexplicable root augmentation in a few other examples as well, e.g. Oowekyala /tu\~n\~i\l\~i\l\~i\l\~i\l/ "to walk among the trees, hike in the woods" (with /tu\~y/- deriving from /tu/- "to walk").

2 Here are more examples of a vowelless root having a match with /a/ inserted and a related meaning, /a/- "to stir" and /bak'/- "to swim (for pleasure)," /k\~x/- "to hold by squeezing, to use tongue" and /kap'/- "to gnaw," /k\~x'/- "to blow out forcefully (smoke, steam, dust, hot air), to rise (said of same)" and /k'ax'/- "belly, blow, air bag" and "hole, hollow, lungs." See also Compton and Rath (1988).
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from relevant in the transcriptions. This makes it difficult to rec­
ognize the morphophonemic properties of, and the structural similari­
ities between, morphemes. It is also easy to overlook or ignore semantic sim­
ilarities between morphemes whose structural similarity goes unrecog­
nized. Third, Boas divides Kwakwala suffixes in categories such as gen­
eral locatives (which he often glosses as English prepositions), special 
locatives (e.g. "downriver," "mouth of river"), body parts, tenses, as­
pects, modes, nominalizers, verbalizers, adverbs and adjectives, to men­
tion only these (1947: 205-206, 237). He says himself that these clas­
sifications are arbitrary and projections of the structure of European 
languages (ib.: 225-226) but his whole Kwakwala grammar nevertheless 
obviously relies heavily on the presumed semantic transparency of cal­
ing something "tense," "aspect," "nominal," and so on. As a result, 
orphemes end up in different categories that should be in the same one 
or at least cross-referred to each other as related in form and meaning, 
an example being his "temporal suffix" \[-\omega^k\] "remote past" (ib.: 
240) and his "adverb/adjective" \=\omega^k "completely, exclusively" (ib.: 
245). Boas's morphology insufficiently honors polysemy and metaphor, on 
which see also Berman (1991: 30).

Since Boas can no longer defend himself it is only appropriate to affirm 
that however justified the criticism of his work, without it the world 
would be a poorer place; the point has been argued eloquently by Maud 
(1989: 161). Boas has enabled Pacific Northwest coast people to produce 
a body of literature in their languages, which is an important achieve­
ment in itself even if we are dissatisfied with the tools he has given 
us to open its contents to modern readers.
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